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MUMBAI: Jamira Banu had undergone a caesarian and returned to the maternity

ward around 7 pm. Two hours later, when she heard firing on the hospital

campus, the new mother, bleeding in pain, hid herself in a dingy room in the

Cama and Albless hospital along with several other patients.

On Thursday morning, hours after the terrorists had walked away, Banu and the

others were busy packing their belongings to leave the hospital for the safety of

their own homes.

Six nightmarish hours had ended with commandos storming the hospital and

declaring it safe at 3.30 am. For the 50-odd women and their newborns, in the

maternity ward, this was the 9/11 chapter of their lives.

Uncertain about their safety, most of the women got themselves discharged on

Thursday morning when they heard the terrorists were still at large in two of the

city's prominent hotels. Most of the 33 patients and 16 babies left for their homes

despite doctors advising them.

"This is not a safe place to stay after what happened last night,'' said Kurla-based

Riyaz Ahmed who walked out with daughter-in-law Sumaiya, without even

completing the discharge formalities.

In the surgical ward, of the 17 patients admitted, just the critical few stayed on.

Patients whose children were in the neonatal intensive care unit ward were

equally terrorised and requested discharge. Laxman Ramesh Mistry, whose wife

delivered a five-month-old boy, wanted to shift the duo to a private hospital.

"Everyone fears that tonight will be a repeat,'' said Sameera Fernanades from

Sundarnagar, Colaba, waiting in the corridor for the lift.

The lift still bore stains of blood. "My child took his first breath amidst all the

firing, but he did not make a sound; he didn't cry. When he grows up, I'll tell him,

that he's made of steel,'' said Banu, from Mumbra.
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